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Quantum manifestations of chaos in elastic atom-surface scattering
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Quantum manifestations of chaos in the diffraction of atoms from corrugated surfaces, for a range of initial
conditions easily attainable in scattering experiments, are presented and discussed. The appearance of strong
oscillations in diffraction patterns is shown to be directly related to the presence of classical chaos and
threshold effects. We also show that the autocorrelation function for some of the collisionS-matrix elements
over incident angles is sensitive to the character, hyperbolic or nonhyperbolic, of the underlying chaotic
dynamics, in agreement with general semiclassical arguments for unbound chaotic systems.
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The identification of universal features that permit one
distinguish between chaotic and regular scattering at
quantum~observable! level is a key issue in recent resear
in many branches of physics. For instance, there has rece
been much interest in the investigation of mesoscopic s
tems, which are ideal laboratories where quantum mani
tations of irregular dynamics can be theoretically studied
experimentally checked.1,2 Further recent examples can b
found in low-energy electron diffraction experiments,3 pho-
todissociation cross sections of molecules,4 or cold atoms in
accelerated optical lattices,5 to mention just a few cases.

Two main approaches have been used to investigate
signature of chaos in quantum systems: one is based on
dom matrix theory,6 and the other on semiclassic
arguments7,8 expressing observables such as cross secti
transition probabilities, and density of states in terms of cl
sical trajectories. It is now well established that a statisti
description based on the first formalism, in analogy w
bounded systems, is also applicable to scattering probl
by using ensembles appropriate to the scatteringS matrix,
which is non-Hermitian and unitary.6 In this work and within
the second approach, we present some evidence for diffe
manifestations of classical chaos in elastic atom-surface
fraction intensities within a range of initial conditions@inci-
dent energies between 7 and 100 meV, and polar ang
measured from the normalz axis to the surface taken to b
placed in the (x,y) plane, between 0° and 90°# that are
easily attainable in experiment.

As a working example, we choose to study the scatter
of He atoms from nearly one-dimensional~say in thex di-
rection, perpendicular to the step edge! corrugated Cu~11a)
surfaces, witha50,3,5,7, which has been extensively stu
ied both experimentally9 and theoretically within a quanta
and semiclassical10 framework. From experimental diffrac
tion patterns at different incident conditions, a two degre
of freedom (x,z), periodic, and corrugated Morse potentia9

was fitted, and it has been widely used in all of the calcu
tions mentioned above. It essentially consists of a Fou
series with a Morse potential in thez direction and three
more terms describing the corrugation~or roughness! of the
surface in thex direction as well as the couplings. In partic
lar, for a55,7, the coupling is strong enough to produ
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observable features associated with resonances~angular
widths greater than 5° versus typical angular experime
resolutions of about 0.5°) and thresholds. In parallel wo
the classical scattering for these systems has been show
display chaos as a function of the incident angle a
energy.10 As these parameters are varied, the onset of cla
cal chaos occurs when one surface rainbow~a maximum or
minimum of the final scattering angle as a function of t
impact parameter on the surface! reaches the value6p/2.
This condition implies that the particle leaves the interact
region traveling parallel to the surface. Past this value,
particle experiences more than one collision~temporary clas-
sical trapping!, losing memory of the initial conditions
which is the origin of chaos in this problem. We have al
investigated how the bound component of the dynamics~pe-
riodic orbits! influences the scattering trajectories and b
comes more chaotic as the incident energydecreases,11 the
number of open~or energetically accessible! diffraction
channels being smaller. This result is in sharp contras
what usually happens in bounded systems.

When elastic diffraction patterns at fixed beam energ
are calculated, several features are clearly visible~and ob-
servable! due mainly to two pure quantal effects: the s
called threshold resonances~TR’s! and selective adsorption
resonances~SAR’s!. Threshold resonances appear when
diffraction channel or beam just becomes visible or evan
cent, and correspond to very general features of any sca
ing system. In constrast, SAR’s occur when the scatter
particle is traveling parallel to the surface in free motion b
its perpendicular motion is bounded and equal to a bo
level of the laterally or surface averaged interacti
potential.12 The denomination ‘‘TR’’ is somewhat mislead
ing since we are not dealing with true resonances or qu
bound states as in SAR’s. The corresponding resonance
sitions in both cases can be easily extracted from kinem
arguments. Thus, for any in-plane (x,z) scattering event, the
energy and parallel momentum conservation rules can
globally expressed in terms of the incident wave vectork i as

kG,z
2 5k i

22~K i1G!2. ~1!

Throughout this work, square wave vectors are given in
ergy units (\2/2m51, m being the mass of the projectiles!,
©2001 The American Physical Society01-1
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vectors parallel to the surface having only thex component
are written in capital letters, and vectors in two dimensio
in small letters, according to the standard notation;kG,z is the
z component of the final wave vector,G is a general recip-
rocal lattice vector, andK i5ki sinui is the parallel incident
wave vector (u i being the incident angle!. The following
kinematic conditions have to be fulfilled for the two kinds
resonance:

~i! The TR condition,

kN,z
2 5k i

2 cos2u f50, ~2!

whereNPG is the reciprocal lattice vector associated w
an emerging or evanescent diffraction channel,u f56p/2
being a Bragg~and therefore observable! final scattering
angle. Threshold angles are those incident angles leadin
such Bragg final scattering angles.

~ii ! The SAR condition,

kF,z
2 5k i

22~K i1F!252uenu, ~3!

whereFPG is the reciprocal lattice vector exchanged in t
resonance process~in this case a closed, or not energetica
accessible, channel! and en is the nth bound state of the
attractive, surface averaged Morse potential resulting in thz
direction.

In Fig. 1, quantal close-coupling specular@05(0,0)# in-
tensities versus incident angle for the He-Cu~117! system at
two incident energies of 15 and 75 meV are plotted. Afte
TR ~labeled by an integer number!, a series of oscillations
attributed to SAR’s displaying Lorentzian or Fano-type li
shapes are clearly visible. Thus, for example, at 15 meV
between 60° and 90°@Fig. 1~a!#, the closed diffraction chan

FIG. 1. Specular@05(0,0)# intensity versus the incident angl
for the 4He-Cu(117) system, at two different incident energies~a!
15 meV and~b! 75 meV. The onset of classical chaos with increa
ing incident angle is marked with arrows. Numbers indicate
threshold resonances~see text!.
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nel associated with theF5(1,0) reciprocal lattice vector is
the one exchanged in the resonance process, the oscilla
being due to the existence of four bound states supporte
the Morse potential. At that low energy, however, theover-
lapping of SAR’s coming from different closeF channels
such as theF5(1,0) andF5(2,0) vectors takes place. More
over, resonances corresponding to higher bound states a
mulate at the TR feature and their angular widths decre
gradually. With decreasingu i , the successive channels ass
ciated with (2,0), (3,0), and (4,0) play the role of e
changed reciprocal lattice vectors in the resonance pro
until each one becomes a TR, which has been labeled bN
52,3,4, respectively. A similar pattern is reproduced arou
all the different threshold angles. Analogously, for 75 me
@Fig. 1~b!#, we observe the same structure of TR and SA
series but with two important differences: the angular wid
are smaller here and SAR’s coming from different clo
channelsdo not overlap. However, in both cases, a clea
transition in the intensity of the oscillations occurs very ne
to the onset of classical chaos, which is marked with arro
in Fig. 1. The global intensity behavior, except for the on
of large fluctuations, can be qualitatively interpreted in
multichannel scattering framework. The relative arrangem
of the diffraction channels in energy as well as their effect
couplings to the entrance channel are responsible for the
terference between the background and resonant cont
tions to theS matrix. In particular, the coupling of the specu
lar channel to the rest of the channels decreases
increasing diffraction order and therefore the intensity gra
ally increases withu i . As has been previously done in oth
contexts, the underlying chaotic dynamics found in this sc
tering will be invoked to provide an alternative and mo
fundamental interpretation.

In order to explain the features described above, we s
with the semiclassical expression for theS-matrix elements
deduced by Miller:14

S0G~E,u i !5(
s

uP0G
(s)u1/2expS i

\
S(s)2 i

p

2
msD , ~4!

whereP0G
(s) is the classical probability for a trajectorys to end

up with a final momentum in the parallel directionpxf
5pxi

12p\m/a, with G5(m,0) ~Bragg diffractin condition!;
and S(s) is the corresponding reduced classical action
pending only on the variablespxi

andpxf
. The general inten-

sity behavior of a diffraction pattern~the envelope of the
diffraction intensities! can be extracted from the classic
transition probabilities, including interferences. In this r
spect, an analysis of the classical singularities will prov
the main qualitative features of the intensity envelope. Th
singularities occur when the amplitude in Eq.~4! goes to
infinity. In the semiclassical theory,P0G

(s)5u]G(b)/]bu21

evaluated at b5bs , where G(b)5aA2mEi@sinuf(b)
2sinui#/2p\, is the so-called classical diffraction orde
function andb is the impact parameter normalized to the u
cell lengtha. Therefore one finds that, apart from the we
known rainbow singularity occurring whendu f(b)/db50,
another singularity ~the so-called skipping singularity!
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appears13 whenever the classical deflection functionu f(b)
reaches6p/2 ~this angle being not necessarily a Bra
angle!, which implies a condition for trapping of trajectorie
or classical chaos as noted above. Whenu f(b)56p/2 coin-
cides with a Bragg angle, this classical singularity al
matches the TR condition as defined by Eq.~2!, and one
would expect a change in the intensity pattern.

In Fig. 2, the onset of classical chaos and some TR c
ditions, Eq. ~2!, as a function of the incident energy an
angle in the ranges usually accessible by experiment are
ted. As an illustration, in the inset of the figure, at an incide
energy of 15 meV, two typical trajectories contributing to t
semiclassical specular intensities according to Eq.~4! are
also shown: one in the regular region atu i529°, and the
other in the chaotic region~trapped trajectories!, at u i
548°. Due to the nonlinear dynamical analysis, two types
threshold can be distinguished depending on relative pos
with respect to the onset of classical chaos: TR’s appea
in the regular regime (N54) and those in the chaotic regim
(N51,2). Interestingly enough, the thresholdN53 appears
around the onset of chaos and also changes the inte
behavior as shown in Fig. 1. In the first case, the TR chan
N is energetically allowed but dynamically forbidden~there
are no real classical trajectories fulfilling the conditionu f5
6p/2). From a semiclassical point of view, only direct tr
jectories would contribute to the specular intensity. In t
second case, theN channel is both dynamically and energe
cally allowed, chaos will set in, and an infinity of real chao
trajectories interfering with direct trajectories will contribu
to the specular intensity.

The influence of the nonlinear underlying dynamics c
be studied through the correlation functions of so
S-matrix element such as, for example, the specular
written as

CEi
~f!5^S00* ~Ei ,u i !S00~Ei ,u i1f!&u i

, ~5!

FIG. 2. Onset of chaos as a function of incident conditions
energy and angle for the4He-Cu(117) system~dashed line!. The
solid lines are the threshold resonance conditions for the chan
N5(1,0), . . . ,(4,0). In the inset two typical scattering trajectori
at 15 meV are plotted: with a solid line, a direct trajectory in t
regular regime (u i529°), and with a dashed line, a chaotic traje
tory above the onset of chaos (u i548°). The equipotential line a
that energy is also plotted.
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wheref is the incident angle difference and the average
over a range of initial angles in the chaotic region grea
thanf. A similar approach was followed by Laiet al.17 and
other authors1,2 who showed that spectral and transport pro
erties behave quite differently depending on the nature of
classical dynamics. The incident energies of 15 and 75 m
have been chosen because they are representative of tw
ferent types of classical regime: hyperbolic and nonhyp
bolic, respectively. The transition between them can be
tained by calculating the homoclinic tangle generated fr
the parallel free asymptotic He atom motion at different e
ergies. In Fig. 3 we show the corresponding Poincare´ surface
of section at two energies. At high energies, stable perio
orbits and cantori existing in the interaction region@Fig.
3~a!# cause long term trapping of the trajectories close
them. This causes the escape rate to decay algebraicall
long time.15 At an energy of approximately 47 meV, a ch
otic transition takes place when the stable and unstable m
folds of the parallel He motion intersect with each other
the last time@the last homoclinic tangency,16 marked with
arrows in Fig. 3~b!#. Below this energy, no islands of stabi
ity survive and the fingerprint of this hyperbolic regime is
exponential decay in the escape rate.8

Using again the semiclassical approximation to t
S-matrix elements Eq.~4!, we expand the classical action t
first order inf. The chain rule can be used to express
derivative with respect tou i in terms of derivatives with

els

FIG. 3. Poincare´ surface of section atx5na of the homoclinic
tangle generated from the parallel free asymptotic He atom mo
at two different energies:~a! 75 meV, where a period 2stable
periodic orbit~fixed points with diamonds! exists, causing sticking
of nearby trajectories; and~b! 47 meV, where the last homoclinic
tangency between the entrance and exit lobes~thick solid lines!
takes place and is marked with arrows in the figure.
1-3
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respect topxi
andpxf

. In the asymptotic region, these deriv
tives give the net distance inx traveled without interaction
so that S(s)(u i1f)5S(s)(u i)1fp(xf2xi)cosui , p being
the modulus of the momentum. Finally, the exponent can
cast in terms off and the number of unit cells traveled b
the trajectorys in the interaction region,n5(xf2xi)/a. In
doing so, we can label the trajectoriess in Eq. ~4! by the
number of unit cells~or Poincare´ recurrences taking as
surface of sectionx5xi1na) traveledduring the interaction
time. Substituting this into the expression forCEi

(f) and
neglecting cross term contributions, one obtains

CEi
~f!;(

n
P~n!^eifbn&u i

, ~6!

where P(n) is the classical probability for a trajectory t
jump n unit cells in the interaction region~independent of the
incident angle! and b5akicosui . The behavior of the unit
cell distribution probabilityP(n) is identical to that of the
escape rate.7

The squared moduli of the quantum correlation functio
corresponding to the energies shown in Fig. 1 are depicte

FIG. 4. Quantum~solid lines! and semiclassical~dashed lines!
correlation functions of the specularS-matrix elements, Eqs.~5!
and ~6!, at energies~a! 15 meV and~b! 75 meV. The insets repre
sent the classical unit cell distribution functions~averaged in angle!
at the energies indicated, together with the analytical fittin
~dashed lines!.
-
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Fig. 4 with solid lines@normalized to unity forCEi
(0)#. The

decay rule is slower~and different! in the hyperbolic regime
@Fig. 4~a!, 15 meV# than in the nonhyperbolic one@Fig. 4~b!,
75 meV#. The corresponding distribution probabilitiesP(n)
are shown in the inset of each figure. At 15 meV no trace
regularity in the interaction region is left andP(n);e2gn,
with g;0.3. An analytical estimation for the shape of th
autocorrelation function can be obtained by expanding
exponential dependence off, in Eq. ~6!, in a series of inte-
ger order Bessel functions up to the second order~valid for
smallf). If we replace the discrete sum by an integral in t
n variable, this integral is solved analytically and the squa
modulus of the correlation function gives a Lorentzian fun
tion with the width depending ong, in agreement with pre-
vious results found for other systems.1,17 In Fig. 4~a!, the
semiclassical result coming from Eq.~6! is depicted with
dashed lines; it is calculated numerically with the estimat
for g taken from the exponential fitting toP(n), showing a
fairly good agreement with the quantum result. On the ot
hand, at 75 meV, two small stability islands coming from
period 2 periodic orbit in the interaction region@Fig. 3~a!#
are still found. Atlong n~for n.8), we observe an algebrai
distribution P(n);n2a with a;2.5 @inset of Fig. 4~b!#.
This exponent is greater than the usual ones reported
other systems but it is in agreement with a recent analysi
the asymptotic statistics of Poincare´ recurrences18 whose dis-
tribution decays at very long times asP(t);1/t3. In our
case, we note that the quantum correlation function follo
the semiclassical prediction for a slightly lower expone
a;2.1 @dashed line in Fig. 4~b!#. This discrepancy could be
attributed to several factors. Among them we want to str
the possibility that, for largen, it is numerically difficult to
obtain good statistics forP(n), or that quantum mechanic
follows the classical predictions mainly for short time sca
~shortn).19

In conclusion, we have presented a study on quan
diffraction intensities for the He-Cu~117! system at incident
conditions for which classical chaos is dominant. The m
result of our research is that the quantum manifestation
this chaotic behavior can be explained by semiclassical
guments and experimentally detected because the stron
cillations exhibited by the specular peak should be ea
observable with the actual angular resolution. The surf
temperature should be below 100 K in order to reduce
elastic effects. A complete, comparative study~classical,
semiclassical, and quantal! of the elastic atom-surface sca
tering dynamics has been carried out.

This work was supported by DGES~Spain! under Con-
tract Nos. PB95-71 and PB98-115 and the European C
tract No. HPRN-CT-1999-00005. R.G. acknowledges fin
cial support from CAM~Spain!.
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